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CRYSTALITE ENERGY  streams down from Cosmic 
Consciousness to ignite the vortices where each of the 
signatures of the entities and angels unite into a new 
harmonic convergence.  Each signature contains the 
breaths of consciousness of the family of angels or teams 
of entities who are working on aligning and improving 
and growing and merging all of the grand ideas that are 
related to their project. This is how we obtain the God 
Frequencies that will allow us to walk on the Stars.

When we signed up for a project to bring God Frequencies 
to Earth through the Music of the Spheres in 1993, all of 
the Mary's showed up--Mother Mary, Lady Mary, Isis, 
Mary of Magdal and Mary Baker Eddy. Also Mahatma 
and Metatron, Raphael and Zadkiel were at the first 
meeting..

The second part of the project drew in a new team because 
we asked to on an ascension team who would use the 
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highest frequencies to earth through music. This time St. 
Germain, Zadkiel, Raphael, Lady Mary and the 
Melkizedeks showed up to introduce use to Crystalite 
Energy.

They taught us how to ignite all of the frequencies of 
consciousness into the grandest most powerful light 
frequencies through Crystalai's breath and then uniting 
with the teams of angelic consciousness who aligned 
themselves as signatures through the Cosmos.

As we became completely activated into this process of 
streaming layers of harmonic convergence vortices 
together, we moved to a higher level of initiation.

We were told that our names had been written as fire 
letters in the sky. This is what a signature is. Each entity 
who is an essential active member of an ascension team 
eventually gets their name written in fire letters. These 
fire letters contain the keys and chords of our individual 
frequencies. The frequencies must be activated and 
transmutted to a high enough frequency to become 
initiated through the sparks of source to become a fire 
letter.

This initiation gave us the ability to stream our own 
signatures into our teams of signatures who are working 
on teams of presenting these glorious ideas through the 
screens placed in our third eye through Crystal Lite 
energy who streams God's Movie from the Cosmic realm. 
This is the point of our initiation where we begin Making 
God's Movie.
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The next team who showed up at our Soul Merge 
initiation were Merlin, Kuthumi, Sananda, King Zosher, 
Goddesss Hathor,  a team of Elohim Angels and Seraphim 
Angels, a council of  Melkizedeks and Serapis Bey.

This group of entities offered the alignment of their 
signatures into the new alignment of ideas that offered 
more White Magic and healing on a larger scale to our 
team of ideas. The signature was braided into the level of 
initiation needed to be a teacher of the Mystery School. 
This is the toughest most rigid initiation of all ascension 
projects.

Crystal Light energy was streaming God's Movie from the 
Cosmic Realm to become a part of the team who was 
preparing an Omniversal Mystery School to include all 
consciousness from all galaxies to unite as One.

Each time Crystal Light energy is the Entity projecting 
and aligning the Light and Sound that is streaming down 
from Cosmic Consciousness. Crystal Light energy also 
streams from the Cosmic Realms from deep within 
Mother Earth. This realm of cosmic energy comes from 
the Aquafarian Consciousness of our original paternal 
creation. This is where our Oraphim Dolphin creation 
team lives. Our mother, Cinderella lives deep inside the 
liquid light realms of inner Earth and leads our 
Consciousness into the Crystal Caves that contain our 
chords and signatures from our original birth as the 
grandest creations of Source Consciousness , Galactic 
Consciousness from our Aquafarian selves, plus our 
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Christic Consciousness that was gained as Jesus Christ 
and Mary of Magdal united the stair way of heaven rising 
up through the eleventh , twelfth and thirteenth 
dimensional levels of consciousness. it was Mary of 
Magdal 's consciousness that merged into the cosmic 
realm of Cinderella in the Aquaqlene Cores that was able 
to raise Jesus from the eleventh dimensional grey zones 
back up into the twelfth Christic Domain.
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